Investigating the cryoablative efficacy of a hybrid cryoprobe operating under freeze-thaw cycles.
Cryoprobes are minimally invasive tools that apply extremely low temperatures to eradicate undesirable cancerous tissue during cryosurgery. At times, they may generate thermal injury to neighboring good tissue leading to the case of over-ablation. The magnitude of this problem becomes significant when tumors are complex, large size and irregular in shape. In this work, we propose a simple yet pragmatic hybrid cryoprobe which can potentially promote better surgical efficacy by improving tumor ablation while reducing undesired thermal injury to the neighboring tissue. To evaluate the performance of the proposed probe operating under cyclic freeze-thaw conditions, a detailed bioheat transfer model incorporating tissue death functions was developed. In-vitro experiments conducted to validate the model yielded a good agreement of 6.7%. We numerically studied the thermal impact of employing the hybrid cryoprobe on tissue temperature distributions. Evaluating the hybrid cryoprobe's control ability, we showed that the proposed device was able to regulate the growth of the ice front while sustaining an excellent coverage of the ablation zone. We also noted the existence of a diminishing temperature effect when alternate freeze-thaw cycles were applied. The performance of the hybrid cryoprobe could potentially lead to a portable and cost-effective device that may prove hugely beneficial for the purposes of surgical planning, rehearsal and control.